
Accession Number:   McDOUGALD COLLECTION  

HISTORY WORLD WAR 1 LETTERS FROM THE FRONT 

Item: Envelope and letter  Postmark sent: 28 OC 16 Postmark received:  30 OC 16 

Brown envelope with YMCA logo in the left corner.  It has a red two cent Canadian stamp. Handwritten on the top of 

envelope is “On Active Service.” 145 x 90 mm 

Censor marks:  4216 Addressed to:  Mrs M. E. McDougald, Peachland, B.C. Canada 

 

Accession Number: Date of the letter:  7 Oct 1916 

Sent from:  France 

Sent by:  C.G. McDougald 

General description of the letter material:  Two page letter written in black ink.  Paper is lined on one side with a 

large YMCA letterhead across the top of the each page.  Letter is written on one side only.  203 x 240 mm 
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Large YMCA letterhead  

 

                                  France 7th Oct 1916 

 

Dear Mother & all, 

            Well I have not received Candy's 

letter this week but I guess she has 

written And it is having a job to find me.  

I never stayed longer than twenty-four 

hours in one place.  We have been 

marching more or less for the last two 

weeks.  And these cobble stone roads in 

France are hard on the feet. 

   Well how are things in old Peachland? I 

hope I will be able to see some of the 

home boys in a few days for we are going 

to fight on the same front.  I have not 

seen Howard since we left Bramshott. 

      Say Candy in addressing my mail it 

will be as follows. 
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    Pte CGMcDougald 

            72nd Batt 

                Batt M.G.S. 
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Large YMCA letterhead  

 

 

     I have not received your third 

(or fourth I have forgotten the 

number) parcel yet but I guess it 

will be along in a day or two. 

     I hope Mother and that you and 

all the rest are well.  And I want 

you to promise me that you will 

not worry if you don't get letters 

very regular for it is a pretty hard 

job to write letters out here.  And a 

harder job to get them away. 

    Say has Ben Gummow enlisted 

yet?  And what and where is 

Bryson, John, and Billy Sanderson 

doing?  Have they got their Sgt 

stripes yet? 

   So Long. 

 

                    Your Loving Son 

 

                                 Gordon 

  

 


